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Abstract—Many human pose estimation methods estimate
Skinned Multi-Person Linear (SMPL) models and regress
the human joints from these SMPL estimates. In this work,
we show that the most widely used SMPL-to-joint linear
layer (joint regressor) is inaccurate, which may mislead pose
evaluation results. To achieve a more accurate joint regressor,
we propose a method to create pseudo-ground-truth SMPL
poses, which can then be used to train an improved regressor.
Specifically, we optimize SMPL estimates coming from a stateof-the-art method so that its projection matches the silhouettes
of humans in the scene, as well as the ground-truth 2D joint
locations. While the quality of this pseudo-ground-truth is challenging to assess due to the lack of actual ground-truth SMPL,
with the Human 3.6m dataset, we qualitatively show that our
joint locations are more accurate and that our regressor leads
to improved pose estimations results on the test set without any
need for retraining. We release our code and joint regressor
at https://github.com/ubc-vision/joint-regressor-refinement
Keywords-joint regressor; pseudo-ground-truth; silhouette;
human body model

I. I NTRODUCTION
Human pose estimation is a fundamental and challenging
computer vision problem. It is the task of estimating the
human body pose from an image or a series of images.
Traditional methods for human pose estimation [1], [2] rely
on handcrafted feature detectors that are carefully designed
for robustness. Works include [3], which estimates poses
by taking into consideration the subject’s silhouette. More
recently, deep learning-based methods have dominated the
field [4], [5], [6], [7] because of their superior performance.
Well-designed network architectures, richer datasets, and
more accurate and practical body models have since led to
improved pose estimation accuracy [5], [8], [9].
In this paper, we work to improve the performance of the
current state of the art. We focus on the joint regressor, which
estimates joint locations of humans —the standard metric for
measuring pose accuracy—from the Skinned Multi-Person
Linear (SMPL) human body model [5]. The joint regressor
is necessary for the generality of SMPL’s use across different
datasets since different labelled human pose datasets use
ground truth joints associated with different body parts and
the exact position of the same joint varies. A different joint
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regressor can be found per dataset, allowing supervision
from multiple datasets for one model, whether it is a dataset
with ground truth SMPL as in 3DPW [10], ground truth 3D
and 2D joints, as in Human3.6m or Total Capture [11], [8],
or labelled (or even unlabeled) 2D data [12], [7]. An interesting empirical observation that we present in Section IV
reveals that the joints regressed on the Human3.6m [8]
dataset using the currently accepted joint regressor [7], [6]
do not lead to accurate joint estimates. This is a critical
bottleneck of existing methods that utilize this model [4],
[7], [6], as this means that these methods will have added
error in their joint estimates, eventually being misled about
which methods are actually more accurate.
A potential root-cause of this erroneous joint regressor
stems from how this regressor was obtained. The pseudoground-truth SMPL poses for fitting the currently accepted
joint regressor on the Human3.6m dataset [8], [13] were
found using Motion and Shape Capture from Sparse Markers (MoSh) [14]. MoSh takes the Shape Completion and
Animation of People (SCAPE) human body model [15] and
a series of ground truth joints [8] and estimates a set of
plausible poses per frame through knowledge of constraints
of how the human body moves. Notice how this process does
not involve images from the dataset—it does not ensure that
the estimated SMPL poses well align with what is being
observed. Thus, while the poses may be plausible, there
is room for misalignment with the image. In fact, as we
will show later in Figure 6, without considering both the
plausiblity and the alignment together, at the very least in
our case, we were unable to obtain SMPL meshes that satisfy
both.
Hence, we first estimate pseudo-ground-truth SMPL human body parameters, constraining the poses to be biologically plausible and conforming to the person’s silhouette.
We then use these estimates to retrain a new joint regressor.
Specifically, to create our pseudo ground truth, we start from
SMPL estimates from SPIN [7] and enhance these estimates
via optimization. We aim to integrate two constraints: plausibility and silhouette alignment. For plausibility, we assume
that the original SMPL poses from SPIN are plausible
poses since SPIN has been trained with various human

A. Human pose estimation
Human pose estimation can roughly be grouped into two;
model-free and model-based. Model-free methods directly
predict the final set of vertices or joints that describe
the human body, whereas model-based methods utilize a
handcrafted human body model and predict its parameters. Model-free methods rely completely on data, whereas
model-based methods utilize prior knowledge of how human
bodies behave, abstracted manually by researchers.

(a) Initial Image

(b) Silhouette as estimated by
Mask-RCNN

Figure 1. Teaser – Example joint estimation from the same estimated
SMPL pose with with different SMPL-to-joint regressors. (left) ground truth
joints projected onto the image, and (right) comparisons between ground
truth joint locations, the commonly used joint regressor, and our regressor.
Ground-truth joint locations are marked with red, projected joints from
the commonly used joint regressor J in green, and projected joints from
our joint regressor Jˆ in blue. Simply changing to our regressor leads to
improved pose estimates.

poses, and aim to not deviate too much from the original
distribution of poses. In other words we train a discriminator
that discriminates between original SMPL poses and the
optimized ones, and minimizes the discrepancy between the
two distributions while optimizing. For the silhouette, we
follow in the footsteps of classic literature and minimize
the discrepancy between the estimated segmentation and the
render. We accomplish this using an off-the-shelf human
segmentor [16], and perform differentiable rendering [17] of
the SMPL vertices and pass the energy term for minimizing
the difference between the two back to the pose parameters.
We verify the efficacy of our method on the most widely
used 3D pose estimation benchmark, the Human 3.6m
dataset. Qualitatively, our regressed joints align significantly
better with the marker locations on the human subjects
compared to the standard regressor. Quantitatively, we show
that our joint regressor can immediately improve SMPLbased human pose estimators [7], [6] without any retraining.

II. R ELATED WORKS
We provide a brief review of work on human pose
estimation and discuss the standard joint regressor in more
detail.

Model-free methods. In more detail, model-free methods do
not employ any human body models when reconstructing a
3D human representation [18], [9]. The final joint locations,
or any target aspect of the human body, can either be
directly regressed from the image, as in MEsh TRansfOrmer
(METRO), which directly estimates all vertices and joints
directly using a transformer [18]. Intermediate 2D estimates
can also be ”lifted” to 3D as a final estimation [9], [19],
which is useful in being able to leverage the availability
of 2D data, however it tends to discard the initial image
during the lifting process. For a more comprehensive review
of model-free methods see [9].
Model-based methods. Model-based methods, on the other
hand, leverage the fact that we know what constraints should
be applied to the human body already such as possible joint
rotations or relative limb lengths.
These constraints can easily be represented by a human body model. [11], [5], [20]. In our work on human
pose refinement, we focus on model-based pose estimation,
specifically the SMPL human body model [5]. SMPL is a
vertex-based linear model which can represent a broad range
of shapes [5].
The SMPL model. In this work, we focus on the SMPL
model as it and its variants [21] are arguably the most
popular.1 The SMPL body model expresses the human
body in terms of pose Θ and shape parameters, which
together parameterize the model θ = (Θ, β). The pose
parameters Θ ∈ R24×3 denotes the rotations of the twentyfour joints relative to its parent, starting from a root joint
(the pelvis joint). The shape parameters β ∈ R10 are
the ten Principle Component Axes (PCA) that define the
shape of the human body, extracted from a set of possible
human body shapes [5]. Denoting this model is Φ(·), the
output of the SMPL model Φ(θ) is a deformation of an
artist-created mesh. Thus, Φ(θ) is then a set of vertices
V ∈ R6890×3 . Typically, methods that utilize SMPL and its
variants use these vertices to regress the joint locations via
linear regression.
B. The standard joint regressor
As can be seen in Figure 2, a joint regressor distills the
output set of vertices V down to a smaller set of points
1 Our

work can be trivially applied to any mesh-based human body model.

(a) Input image

(b) Mask R-CNN
silhouette

(c) Estimated silhouette

Figure 3. Silhouette example – The input image is shown on the left.
The corresponding Mask R-CNN estimate for a person is shown in the
middle. The estimated pose from SPIN for the input image rendered using
Pytorch3d [17] is shown on the right.

one,
Lsum =
Figure 2. SMPL vertices and annotated joints – Example poses with
visualizations of the regressed joints for the Human 3.6m dataset [8]. The
set of lines connecting the mesh of vertices are shown in gray and the
regressed joints are shown in blue.
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This encourages sparsity and discourages predicting joints
outside the body.
III. M ETHOD

corresponding to the human joint locations, which can then
be used, for example, to evaluate the quality of the mesh
against human annotation. This joint regressor is a simple
linear transformation, J ∈ R|J|×6890 where J are the
target joints. Regressed joint positions can then be found
through a simple matrix multiplication between vertices and
the regressor as Jˆ = J V . In [5], the joint regressor is
found by optimizing J to match a set of vertices to known
joint locations via non-negative least squares to encourage
sparsity, a trait that is desirable when regressing the joints,
since only few nearby vertices should determine the joint
locations to allow for the regression to be robust against
shape and pose changes of the human mesh. The regression
weights are also encouraged to sum to one so that the
regressed joints are within the convex hull of the vertices.
In the case of the joint regressor that is typically used
for the Human3.6m [8] dataset, as mentioned earlier in
Section I, it’s based on pseudo-ground-truth vertices from
MoSh [14]. MoSh estimates body shape, pose and soft
tissue deformations directly from sparse markers, but it does
not consider images. Thus, while the pseudo-ground-truth
vertices may regress to the ground-truth 3D joints using
the discovered regressor, nothing explicitly encourages the
estimated vertices to align with the human subject. In this
work, we show that by using pseudo ground truth that
considers also the alignment, we can obtain an improved
regressor that reveals that the SMPL-based methods [6], [7],
[22] are more accurate than they were previously thought to
be.
We train the joint regressor in a style similar to that of
SMPL, using a non-negative least squares [23] with the
inclusion of a term that encourages the weights to add to

To obtain a better joint regressor, we start from SMPL
estimates given by a state-of-the-art model, SPIN [7]. We
optimize the estimate’s SMPL parameters θ, considering
how plausible the pose is and how well the projected vertices
align with the image and the ground-truth joint annotations.
Specifically, we find the optimized parameters θ opt according
to the combination of three energy terms as
θ opt = arg min Ljoint (θ) + Lsilhouette (θ) + Ladv (θ),

(2)

θ

which we detail in the following subsections. We then use
the optimized parameters θ opt to obtain a new joint regressor
according to Eq. 1.
A. Ground-truth joint alignment – Ljoint
As we are aiming to generate pseudo ground truth, the first
objective is for our estimated SMPL parameters θ to result in
proper 3D joint locations X, once a joint regressor is used
on top of the vertices Φ(θ). To implement this objective,
we cannot rely on the standard joint regressor Jstd as we
have shown this will encourage improper fittings. Instead
we initialize a new joint regressor Jspin by fitting estimated
poses from SPIN θ to the ground truth 3D joint locations
X. Mathematically, given SMPL parameters θ, we write
2

Ljoint = kX − Jspin (Φ(θ))k2 .

(3)

B. Aligning the mesh with the silhouette – Lsilhouette
To enforce our pseudo ground truth to align with the
human subject in the image, we introduce an energy term
that encourages the rendered pose to match the silhouettes
of the human subject. To obtain the pseudo ground truth
silhouette of the human subject, we rely on an off-the-shelf

Figure 4.
Effect of discriminator – We show the optimized SMPL
parameters (left) with and (right) without the discriminator, overlaid onto
the image. Having the discriminator encourages poses to be plausible, unlike
the one without it, which focuses solely on getting the silhouette and
the joints right, which may not be biologically plausible. Original Joint
Regressor refers to the commonly accepted joint regressor. Retrained Joint
Regressor refers to the joint regressor we trained simply matching SPIN
outputs with ground truth joints. Optimized Joint Regressor refers to the
joint regressor refined on optimized poses.

human segmentor, specifically Mask R-CNN [16]. If we
denote the mask provided by Mask R-CNN as S, we write
2

Lsilhouette = kS − R(Φ(θ))k2 ,

(4)

where R is the differentiable rendering of the vertices into
the image, which we implement via PyTorch 3D [17]; see
Figure 3 for an example.
C. Enforcing plausible poses – Ladv
To enforce the poses of our pseudo ground truth to be
plausible and realistic, we further introduce a an objective
based on an adversarial training setup [24]. Specifically,
we train a discriminator network DΨ with parameters Ψ
that distinguishes between our optimized poses and shapes
θ opt and the initial poses and shapes from SPIN θ init , and
optimize θ opt towards fooling D. In more detail, we find
∗

Ψ = arg min k1 −
Ψ

2
DΨ (θ init )k2

+

2
kDΨ (θ opt )k2

,

(5)

and define our energy term as
2

Ladv = k1 − DΨ∗ (θ opt )k2 .

(6)

This term plays a critical role as shown in Figure 4.
D. Implementation details
We followed the classic literature during joint regressor
training and split the data into training and testing sets.
Subjects S1, S5, S6, S7, and S8 are used for training and
S9 and S11 are used for testing.
The trained joint regressor is not used for optimizing poses
as this could lead to joint drift. As a result, finding the
optimized poses and training the joint regressor are done
in two distinct steps.

We optimize each pose for 100 iterations with a step
length of 1e-2 and a momentum of 0.9 using Adam optimizer [25]. We weigh each energy term to be of approximately equivalent magnitude on the first iteration. The
discriminator network DΨ weights are updated once each
time a new pose is optimized. The discriminator is trained
with Adam optimizer [25], a learning rate of 1e-3 and a
momentum of 0.9. This process is slow, but fortunately the
network converges in a few hundred steps.
While using the standard joint regressor would make
our pseudo ground truth behave similar to the one MoSh
provides, the other two terms Lsilhouette and Ladv enforce our
θ opt to deviate.
IV. R ESULTS
A. The pseudo ground truth
We show qualitative examples of our pseudo ground truth
and the standard SMPL parameters we start with in Figure 5.
As shown, the poses are realistic and fit the subject’s
silhouette much better than the standard SPIN estimates.
We show in Figure 4 that without a discriminator, the
poses can break. This fragility is because it is often the case
that the quickest way for a pose to be satisfied is through
unrealistic contortions of the body.
Nothing encourages the pose to align with the human
subject without the silhouette term. Figure 6 shows one
example of this is necessary. Only the heel joint supervises
the location of the foot. This lack of supervision means that
the foot can point in any direction while still satisfying this
joint. Only the silhouette term encourages the toes to lie
within the body.
Improvements brought on by minimizing the energy related to the silhouette show that it is important to consider
the image when estimating the pseudo-ground-truth poses.
B. The joint regressor
In Table I we report the performances of SPIN [7],
VIBE [6], and MEVA [22] with our improved joint regressors and the standard regressor. First, we show that simply
re-training the regressor from SPIN predictions to H3.6M
ground truth significantly improves results, indicating that
a mismatching joint regressor was used for training SPIN
and related methods [7], [6], [22] across different datasets.
Our full joint regressor trained on the refined poses further
improves results. This improvement is only subtle as the
refined Jspin already outputs 3D joint locations consistent
with the H3.6M ground truth but with a misaligned body
shape.
Applying the improved joint regressor to other methods
(VIBE and MEVA) also improves their results. Since this can
be seen across a set of methods, it indicates that the joint
regressor Jopt is not learning something specific to SPIN but
to all models that utilize the SMPL mesh.

Qualitative examples – (Top row) initial estimates by SPIN and (bottom row) our meshized pseudo ground-truth SMPL parameters.

Figure 5.

Figure 6.
Silhouette ablation – We show the optimized SMPL
parameters (left) with and (right) without the silhouette loss, overlaid onto
the image. Having the silhouette loss encourages the estimated pose match
the silhouette of the subject in the scene.

Current joint
regressor Jstd

Retrained joint
regressor Jspin

Optimized joint
regressor Jopt

MPJPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓ MPJPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓ MPJPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓
SPIN
VIBE
MEVA

60.4
62.9
101.6

41.3
43.1
62.3

57.0
60.1
98.4

39.6
41.7
61.9

56.9
60.0
98.3

39.7
41.5
61.9

Table I
W ITHOUT RETRAINING , THESE METHODS IMPROVE MPJPE JUST BY
USING THE NEW JOINT REGRESSOR JOPT . E ACH OF THESE METHODS
WAS RUN IN SINGLE - FRAME MODE , WHICH WOULD HURT THE
PERFORMANCE OF VIBE AND MEVA. H IGHLIGHTED IN BOLD ARE THE
RESULTS PER MODEL THAT PERFORMED THE BEST. MPJPE AND
PA-MPJPE ARE RESPECTIVELY UNALIGNED AND PROCRUSTES
ALIGNED MEAN PER JOINT POSITION ERRORS SHOWN IN MILLIMETERS .

As can be seen in Figure 7, the new joint regressor
matches the ground truth joints better compared to the
standard joint regressor.
We believe that retraining these methods [7], [6], [22]
from scratch with the optimized joint regressor Jopt would
lead to better shape alignment. This is because the optimized
joint regressor best matches the points on the SMPL mesh

Figure 7. Joint estimation examples – Example joint estimates from the
same estimated SMPL pose with with different SMPL-to-joint regressors.
Ground-truth joint locations are marked with red, projected joints from the
commonly used joint regressor Jstd in green, and projected joints from our
joint regressor Jopt in blue.

with their corresponding ground truth joints and image
evidence. Training on Human3.6m with the current joint
regressor would lead to a consistent shift in the poses from
ground truth. As a result, we suggest that future human pose
estimation methods training on Human3.6m use our pseudoground-truth poses and retrained joint regressor. 2
C. Limitations and discussions
While our method delivers pseudo ground truth that
can be used to achieve better joint regression, there still
2 The code will be made public at https://github.com/ubc-vision/humanbody-pose.

our research but is a worthwhile direction of investigation.
V. C ONCLUSION
We have shown that one can improve the state-of-theart in human pose estimation by simply improving the
joint regressor. We empirically demonstrated that the current
widely accepted joint regressor can create error even when
the SMPL estimates are accurate. We thus proposed a
pseudo ground truth generation method based on aligning
SMPL meshes with the target subject’s silhouette, as well as
enforcing plausible poses via an adversarial setup. We then
demonstrated that this leads to an improved joint regressor,
which then leads to improved pose estimation. This indicates
that the performance of the SMPL-based pose estimation
methods is likely under-reported in the literature.
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